Wound Management Extravaganza!

Learn to LOVE wounds with 2 days of dedicated lectures and hands on workshops designed to help you master the art of wound management.

Speakers Include:

Prof. Derek Knottenbelt, Laura Owen, Patrick Pollock, Georgie Hollis, Jon Hall, Julian Hoad, Martin Owen

Prof. Lieutenant Colonel Steven Jeffrey, Alasdair Hotston Moore & The Veterinary Wound Library Bandaging Angels Team

Register online at: www.vetwoundlibrary.com

FRIDAY 24TH & SATURDAY 25TH
OF NOVEMBER 2017

WESTERWOOD HOTEL, CUMBERNAULD, SCOTLAND

£295 FOR 2 DAYS:
Includes lectures, all workshops, lunch and exhibition

£195 for VWL Members*

Lectures & Consensus

WHICH DRESSING WHEN? - How to choose what to use!

CHALLENGING WOUNDS - how you can help them heal

NEW TECHNIQUES FOR HUMANS - can we use them too?

GRAFTING & RECONSTRUCTION - when should you try it?

SHEDDING LIGHT ON LASER THERAPY - does it really work?

EXOTIC TRAUMA - from batman & robin to rabbits & reptiles.

SKIN AND WOUND PREP - lets add a drop of science in it!

Hands-On Sessions:

LASER THERAPY : NEGATIVE PRESSURE : WOUND DRESSINGS :
GRAFTING AND RECONSTRUCTION : CASTING & BANDAGING :

*£195 rate only for fully paid annual and 6 month VWL members. Login required.